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ABSTRACT
Several real-time applications rely on dynamic graphs to model and store data arriving from multiple streams. In addition to the high ingestion rate, the storage and query execution challenges are amplified in contexts where consistency should be considered when storing and querying the data. This Ph.D. thesis addresses the challenges associated with multi-stream dynamic graph analytics. We propose a database design that can provide scalable storage and indexing, to support consistent read-only analytical queries (present and historical), in the presence of real-time dynamic graph updates that arrive continuously from multiple streams.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Dynamic graphs are omnipresent in the context of real-time applications that generate massive amounts of events. These events can be seen as high-velocity data stream, whose timely analysis is critical for applications such as monitoring of cyber attacks in system security applications [10], fraud detection in financial institutions [10], anomaly detection in computer networks [3] and many more.

This PhD thesis considers the above-mentioned real-time use cases. We consider a database modeled as a labeled property graph (LPG), that is continuously updated. Updates may arrive from multiple streams, creating a need for appropriate transaction support, in order to avoid inconsistencies; on such graph, we must be able to answer analytical queries about the current graph, as well as historical queries. In this short paper, we present the challenges (Section 2), outline the approach we investigate (Section 3) and finally related work (Section 4) before concluding (Section 5).

2 CHALLENGES
In our problem setting, we focus on systems that can continuously ingest temporal labeled property graph (LPG) updates from multiple streams while at the same time supporting a diverse set graph analytic queries with clear consistency guarantees. We consider complex scenarios where graph updates are generated from multiple streams; updates from a given stream may arrive later due to any kind of transmission delay, leading to out-of-order [1] updates, which may lead to consistency issues. Figure 1 exemplifies a sequence of updates labeled A to E, considering the update generation time (the time when the update is generated from the source machine) $V_T$, with update B arriving out of order (after D).

![Figure 1: Example scenario for out-of-order update](image)

the first three received updates have been ingested, that is, reflected on the database state, query Q arrives and requires two iterations on the updates ingested up to that time. In the first iteration, the query Q1 computes on the updates (A, C, and D), and before starting the second iteration $Q_{i+1}$, the delayed update B arrives and may thus be reflected in the computed query results. This may lead to an inconsistency, since B was not reflected in the first part of Q’s evaluation.

There are several challenges associated with multi-stream dynamic graph analytics listed below:

- **C1**: How to enable data ingestion from multiple streams and diverse set of consistent graph analytics in parallel?
- **C2**: How to efficiently query the present and historical graph updates of the system?
- **C3**: How to store both topological and properties updates of the graph?
- **C4**: How to provide consistency guarantee in presence of out-of-order [1] updates?

Several works [2, 3, 5, 7, 10] have been published in the past to address partially the challenges described above; we discuss them in detail in Section 4.

3 APPROACH
The objective of this PhD thesis is to devise a scalable system that can answer analytical queries (present, historical) over dynamic graphs, updated multiple streams, whose updates may arrive out-of-order.

The strategy we take in my PhD project to address the challenges listed in Section 2 is as follows:

- **We maintain a write data store**, which is the recipient of all write operations. It supports a multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) [9] protocol, in which temporal graph updates from multiple streams are considered write-only transactions, and analytical queries (present and historical) are executed as read-only transactions. This ensures consistent graph analytic even in the presence of out-of-order updates, addressing challenges C1 and C4.
- **We explore time-based indexing techniques** [4, 6] in order to design an efficient read store, the default recipient of all...
read-only transactions, on top of the write store. The read store allows efficient processing of analytical point and interval queries (both present and historical), thus addressing challenge C2. Data brought by updates in the write-store is periodically moved to the read-store to make it available for queries.

- To address challenge C3, we design the system in such a way that the storage of the topological graph updates is decoupled from the storage of graph properties updates. Keeping them separate allows us to optimize data access paths separately for these two largely orthogonal components of the property graph.

Currently, we are in a design phase, considering the data structures that can best fit our system requirements.

## 4 RELATED WORK

Existing systems that support multi-stream dynamic graph analytics are classified into two main categories: a) the systems that compute continuous results of pre-registered, fixed queries, such as path queries, over dynamic graphs; an example is [8]; b) systems that enable the evaluation of ad-hoc analytic queries on top of dynamic graphs; these include Llama [7], Teseo [5], LiveGraph [10], Tegra [2]. GraphOne [3] appears as a hybrid between the two, as it provides a hybrid store that supports both real-time and batch analytic queries.

Our work is closely related to the group b), and Table 1 summarizes the challenges associated with these systems. Llama [7] is a graph analytics system using multi-version arrays that support snapshot isolation. Other systems that provide snapshot isolation are GraphOne [3] and Tegra [2]. GraphOne utilizes a multi-version degree array and Tegra uses persistent adaptive radix trees (PART) to maintain different snapshot versions. Mission critical applications, such as banking applications, need transactional guarantees while ingesting updates in dynamic graph; Teseo [5] and LiveGraph [10] were designed to address such requirements. The fat tree (B-tree together with a sparse array) data structure is used in Teseo to ingest structural updates to the graph; LiveGraph [10] uses a transaction edge log and vertex blocks to support updates to labeled properties graph. Both systems use multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) [9] protocol to maintain data consistency.

All the systems mentioned in Table 1, as well as the one we aim for, support queries based on the current state of the dynamic graph. Except for Tegra [2] and this thesis, no other system supports historical state queries. This thesis, LiveGraph [10], Llama [7], and Tegra [2], support both topological and attribute updates. Existing systems do not provide consistency guarantees in the presence of out-of-order updates, while we aim to attain this goal as explained above. A position paper appeared [1] on the topic of bitemporal dynamic graph analytics, that addresses all the challenges that are described in Table 1, as we do. However, there is no follow-up published.

## 5 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This PhD thesis aims to provide a scalable storage and indexing solution that can ingest real-time graph updates from multiple streams and, on top of that, provide consistent graph analytics (read-only present and historical queries) even in the presence of out-of-order updates. In the near future, we should finalize the choice of data structures for our system design, and implement it to provide a comprehensive proof-of-concept system.
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